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Abstract—A detailed investigation into the dependence of the densities of the principal plasma species in the laser discharge on the buffer-gas operating parameters is reported. Simple expressions for the densities of the Cu, Br, and H species are derived by considering their major mechanisms for production and loss. These predict that the atomic Cu and Br densities are proportional to the HBr mass flow rate, whereas the density of H species (i.e., H and H$_2$) is proportional to the added HBr partial pressure. The theory agrees well with “Hook” method measurements of Cu density in a 25-mm bore diameter device; the Cu density increases approximately in proportion to the HBr mass flow rate, whereas it depends only weakly on the HBr partial pressure. Measurements of the fraction of Cu atoms excited by the discharge pulse, the rate of regrowth of the ground-state Cu density during the inter-pulse period, and the pre-pulse plasma impedance, are also explained in accordance with the theory. The results show that the plasma conditions for maximum laser output, which are remarkably similar to those of other “halogen enhanced” Cu lasers, can be achieved more directly by adjusting the overall buffer flow rate with the partial pressure of the added HBr fixed at 1–2 mbar. The theory is also useful for predicting optimum buffer-gas conditions for a wide range of Cu HyBrID laser dimensions and operating conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Cu “HyBrID” lasers, the HBr gas added to the Ne buffer-gas reacts with the discharge and Cu pieces placed in the tube bore to generate free Cu laser atoms in a process that is intrinsically decoupled from the tube temperature in the range 450 °C–850 °C [1]. This method has the important advantage that the rate of Cu production is not sensitive to the balance of input power and thermal insulation, providing stable and efficient operation over a wide range of input powers without needing to carefully control the tube temperature. The HBr additive also has a secondary but very significant effect on the discharge kinetics. Like the other “halogen enhanced” Cu lasers utilizing hydrogen and halogen species in the discharge, i.e., the kinetically enhanced copper vapor laser (H$_2$:HCl:Ne-Cu vapor laser [2]) and the CuBr laser with H$_2$ additive (H$_2$:Ne:CuBr laser [3], [4]), much higher output powers and efficiencies (> twofold) are obtained compared to conventional Cu lasers. Indeed, as far as the author is aware, the highest specific output power [5], efficiency [6], and high-beam quality output [7] of all Cu vapor lasers have been obtained from the HyBrID class.

Due to this dual role of the HBr in the discharge, optimization of the buffer-gas conditions is not as straightforward as for the non-HyBrID “halogen-enhanced” lasers. Numerous studies into Cu HyBrID laser performance as functions of the buffer-gas parameters [5]–[10] show that maximum output occurs when HBr is added to the discharge tube using a continuous flow of a Ne-HBr gas mixture with the HBr partial pressure typically 2%–10% (1–5 mbar) of the total tube pressure (10–100 mbar). The optimum buffer-gas flow rates correspond to the displacement of the tube volume every 10–60 s for small bore devices (< 25 mm diameter) [11], [12] and every few minutes for the larger devices (40-80 mm diameter) [5], [8]. Recently, it was discovered that the continuous addition of the buffer-gas mixture is necessary to counter for the loss of the Br reactant which diffuses from the discharge zone [13]. However, the partial pressures of the laser vapor and the species that enhance performance are dependent on plasma reactions and processes that are not well understood. As a result, only empirical methods have been used to date to optimize buffer-gas parameters.

In order to predict optimal buffer-gas conditions when varying tube design or operating parameters, it is important to have a more detailed knowledge of their effects on plasma composition and kinetics. In this paper, we have used theory and experiment to investigate the effects of the buffer-gas parameters on the densities of the elemental constituents in plasma, i.e. the Cu, Br, and H/H$_2$ species. The theory is tested directly against “Hook” method measurements of the Cu density, and indirectly by examining the effects of buffer-gas conditions on plasma relaxation and voltage-current waveforms. The results, which show that the HBr mass flow rate and the HBr partial pressure separately influence the free Cu density and the volume kinetic reactions that dominate inter-pulse plasma relaxation, have important implications for optimizing laser performance.

II. THEORY

The ambient density (i.e. the density averaged in time and throughout the discharge volume) of the reactive elemental species in the discharge are derived by equating their net rate for production in the discharge zone with their transport loss rates out of the discharge. For simplicity, the number of molecular species containing Cu and Br is assumed to be negligible. Though it has been suggested that HBr, Br$_2$, Cu$_n$Br$_n$ ($n = 1,2,3...$), and CuH are important discharge reactants (see, e.g., [14] and [20]), their dissociation yield is assumed sufficiently high that their average densities in the plasma are small compared to the atomic Cu and Br populations. In the case of HBr, the number of “intact” molecules in the tube necessary to account for charge recombination of the timescale...
of the inter-pulse period, is only a small fraction (~10%) of the Cu (and Br) densities [15], [16]. Absorption measurements in a 60-mm bore device show that the CuBr monomer density adjacent the tube wall is 3.5 × 10¹⁹ m⁻³ [17] (or < 3% of the typical free Cu atom density), and is < 0.5 × 10¹⁹ m⁻³ (or < 0.5% of the free Cu density) in the central region of the tube.

Given that most HBr molecules added to the tube dissociate, the production of H (present in either atomic or dimer form) in the discharge is equal to the mass flow rate of HBr into the tube (\( \phi_{HBr} \)), whereas the principal loss mechanism is via the tube vent to the vacuum pump. The loss rate can be expressed as the product of the total gas flow rate (\( \phi_{tot} \)) and their concentrations \( X_H \) and \( X_{H2} \) in the plasma so that under steady-state conditions

\[
\phi_{HBr} = (X_H + 2X_{H2}) \cdot \phi_{tot}.
\]

In terms of partial pressure (e.g., \( p_H = X_H \cdot p_{tot} \) where \( p_{tot} \) is the total tube pressure), the expression becomes

\[
p_{tot} \cdot \phi_{HBr} = p_H + 2p_{H2}
\]

or

\[
P_{HBr} = p_H / H2
\]

where \( P_{HBr} \) is the partial pressure of HBr in the incoming gas flow to the laser tube¹, and the partial pressure sum \( p_H + 2p_{H2} \), which reflects the number of H atoms in the plasma present as dimers or atoms, hereafter denoted by \( p_{H/2} \).

For Br, the production rate likewise equals \( \phi_{HBr} \) which in terms of the number of atoms is given by

\[
dN_{Br}^+ / dt = \phi_{HBr} / k \tau_D.
\]

The Br loss rate from the hot-zone, however, is instead dominated by diffusion as discovered in [13]. This study found that, as soon as gas flow is stopped during otherwise normal operation, the Cu density and CuBr density (and laser output) rapidly decrease in synchrony falling to a small fraction of their initial values within one minute. The rate of loss of Cu from the plasma closely matched the calculated rate for the diffusion loss of Br driven to the electrodes by the partial pressure gradient established by the condensation of Br (as CuBr solid or liquid) in the cooled end zones. For nominal buffer-gas flow rates, the rate of diffusion velocity is faster than the rate of gas flow as discussed in more detail in Section III-B. This loss rate for diffusion is given by [13]

\[
dN_{Br}^- / dt = N_{Br} / \tau_D
\]

where \( \tau_D \) is the diffusion time constant and \( N_{Br} \) is the number of Br atoms in the hot discharge zone. Using a simple treatment of diffusion which assumes the spatial dependence of the density is described by the fundamental mode \( \tau_D = L^2 / D_Br \pi^2 \), where

\[D_Br\] is the diffusion coefficient of Br in Ne. Then during steady-state operation, i.e., when

\[
\frac{dN_{Br}^+}{dt} = \frac{dN_{Br}^-}{dt}
\]

the average Br density in the hot-zone \( \bar{n}_{Br} \) is

\[
\bar{n}_{Br} = \frac{\tau_D}{k \tau_D \phi_{HBr}}
\]

where the hot-zone has volume \( V \). An important consequence of this relation is that the Br density is markedly lower (~ 1 × 10²¹ m⁻³, i.e., approximately the same as the Cu density—see below) than previous estimates [18] which assume that the density is proportional to \( P_{HBr} \) (i.e., \( 1 \times 10^{22} \) m⁻³).

The free Cu is produced by the discharge dissociation of CuBr molecular byproducts of the Cu metal surface reaction with Br species. Though several possible reactions must be considered in the process [12], the Cu density is more directly estimated using the known chemistry of the Cu halides. Thermodynamic studies of Cu-halides suggests that the major products of the surface reaction are monomers and polymers in which the stoichiometric ratio is 1:1 (e.g., CuₙBrᵣ \( \text{in } n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \) ) [19]. These products immediately vapourise since the temperature of the Cu metal during normal operation (450°C–850°C) [20] is greater than dew point for CuBr. A high yield for the forward reaction is expected given the high reactivity of the halogen at the elevated temperatures. In fact, the observed insensitivity of laser output to the surface area of the Cu metal placed in the discharge tube [11], [12], and the low amount of Br compounds observed in the mass spectrum of the tube exhaust gas [15] suggest that the yield approaches unity. If the products are largely dissociated by the discharge as assumed here, free Cu atoms are generated in near 1:1 ratio with the number of HBr molecules entering the tube with the gas flow. Comparison of the published diffusion coefficients shows that diffusion rate of Cu to the end-regions occurs at an almost identical rate to Br (\( D_{Br} = 2.5 \times 10^{-5} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) [21] and \( D_{Cu} = 2.9 \times 10^{-5} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) [22] at STP). Therefore, the rates for production and loss for Cu are thus very similar to Br so that

\[
\bar{n}_{Cu} \approx \bar{n}_{Br}.
\]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental

Measurements were performed on a nominally 20-W Cu HyBrID laser with bore diameter of 25 mm and active tube length of 720 mm (active volume 345 cm³), the details of which have been described previously [13]. The laser was operated with fixed input power (1.2 kW) using a 1-nF storage capacitor charged to 12.5 kV and switched into a 0.5-nF peaking capacitor across the laser tube at the pulse rate 17 kHz.

The Ne–HBr gas mixture was admitted to the anode end of the laser tube via metering valves (Nupro SS-4MBG), and the tube vented from the other via a regulating shut valve to a rotary backing pump. The \( \phi_{HBr} \) and \( \phi_{HBr} \) values were determined for each meter valve setting by first allowing the discharge tube to

¹Note that a capitalized symbol is used to differentiate the partial pressure in the incoming gas flow from the partial pressure in the plasma.
cool to approximately room temperature, closing the valve between the backing pump and the discharge tube, and then measuring the rate of rise of pressure. The mass flow rate (sccm) was then given by the product of the rate of pressure rise (in atmospheres per minute) by the enclosed volume (1130 cm$^3$).

Hook measurements of the ground-state Cu ($^2S_{1/2}$) density were obtained using the probe beam, interferometer, and interferogram capture apparatus described in [13]. Tube current ($I$) and voltage ($V$) waveforms were recorded with a 100-MHz bandwidth digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS320) using a high voltage probe (Tektronix P6105) and Pearson-type current monitor (Ion Physics Corp. CM10). The waveforms were downloaded to a PC using in-house developed communication software and imported into a spreadsheet for analysis. Values for the time-averaged discharge resistance during the excitation phase were determined by integrating $(V - L \cdot (dI/dt))/I \Delta t$ (where the tube inductance $L = 380$ nH was determined using the method described in [23]) over the first half-cycle ($\Delta t$) of the damped-sinusoidal of the current pulse. Since the resistance of the discharge is initially very high ($\sim 10^5$ ohms), the resultant average resistance values provide an indication of the plasma resistance in the early portion of the current pulse before the rapid ionization and the collapse of the resistance to low values ($< 50$ ohms). Though these values are expected to include some systematic error due to the small changes in the plasma inductance during the current pulse [24] and the inherent distortion often introduced when measuring high slew rate voltage pulses, the relative values provide a qualitative indicator of plasma resistance as functions of the buffer-gas conditions.

### B. Cu Density

The ambient density of Cu atoms in the plasma is determined from measurements of the ground-state Cu density at the end of the inter-pulse period, at which time the recombination and de-excitation of Cu ions and excited states to the ground state is largely complete (i.e., $< 1\%$ of their peak values [24]). The axial Cu density ($\bar{n}_{Cu}$) increases monotonically with $\Phi_{HeBr}$ as shown in Fig. 1(a). Based on radially resolved measurements, the Cu density increases for positions away from the tube axis (except very close to the tube wall where the density diminishes) so that the spatial average ($\bar{n}_{Cu}$) is typically 40% higher than the density on axis. Using (6), $\bar{n}_{Br} = 2.8 \times 10^{21} \times \phi_{HeBr}$ m$^{-3}$ for the conditions of Fig. 1 (i.e., $\tau_D = 2.5$ s) where $\phi_{HeBr}$ is expressed in units of sccm. A comparison of $\bar{n}_{Cu}$ with $\bar{n}_{HeBr}$ is shown in Fig. 2. For $\phi_{HeBr} < 0.5$ sccm, the measured $\bar{n}_{Cu}$ value is in very good agreement with that predicted by the theory. For higher $\phi_{HeBr}$ values (i.e., $\phi_{HeBr} > 0.5$ sccm), there is an increasing shortfall in $\bar{n}_{Cu}$ below the theoretical values. We interpret this shortfall as evidence for the invalidity of the assumption that the dissociation yield is near unity when the levels of halogen reactant added to the plasma are very high. Since CuBr dissociation is endothermic (3.5 eV is required to dissociate the monomer [19]), the density of free Cu must ultimately saturate with increasing $\phi_{HeBr}$ and an increasing fraction of Br atoms are expected to be present in CuBr (monomers and polymers). This saturation is also exacerbated for the higher $\phi_{HeBr}$ values due to a decrease in electrical energy coupled into the plasma (as discussed in Section III-C3).

This theory predicts no explicit dependence of the Cu density on $I_{HeBr}$ in good agreement with that observed when varying the Ne mass flow rate ($\phi_{Ne}$) in the range < 40 sccm with $\phi_{HeBr}$ constant. As shown in Fig. 3, the pre-pulse Cu density on-axis remains essentially constant in the range of values denoted by the hollow triangle and associated error bar in Fig. 1 while $I_{HeBr}$ increases threefold (i.e., from 1 to 3 mbar). The theory’s validity does not extend to gas flow rates > 40 sccm, however, due to the increasing effects of convective gas transport by the buffer-gas flow. The average flow velocity $\nu$ of the gas in the hot zone is obtained from the flow rate using

$$\nu = \frac{\phi}{PA} \cdot \frac{T_g}{T_0}$$

where $A$ is the tube cross-sectional area and $T_g$ is the spatial averaged gas temperature. For operating conditions corresponding
to Fig. 3, $\dot{T}_g \approx 1500$ K (as determined using the formula in [13]) and the flow velocity is equal to the diffusion speed (i.e., $l/\tau_D \approx 18 \text{cm} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$) when $\phi_{\text{Ne}} \approx 65$ sccm. The decrease in Cu density observed for $\phi_{\text{Ne}} > 40$ sccm is, therefore, deduced to correspond to the increasing effect of convective transport of reactants from the hot zone. Note that, even for the higher flow rates used in this study, convective cooling of the tube surfaces is not significant since the power required to heat the gas to the average gas temperature ($\sim 10 \text{ W/sccm}$) is negligible compared to the total power deposited in discharge tube. Moreover, convective cooling of the plasma is also negligible (contrary to that suggested in [12]) since the diffusion rate of heat through the plasma ($\sim 10 \text{ cms}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$) is orders of magnitude faster than typical gas flow velocities ($< 20 \text{ cms}^{-1}$).

C. Other Plasma Variables

As the methods for measuring the absolute densities of the other key atomic (H, Br) and molecular (Cu\textsubscript{2}Br\textsubscript{2}, HBr) species in the discharge are not well developed, the effects of $P_{\text{HBr}}$ and $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ on the density of these other components of the plasma were investigated by analysing measurements of Cu excitation, inter-pulse recovery rate, and voltage–current waveforms.

1) Cu Excitation During the Discharge Pulse: The number of ground-state Cu atoms excited to higher states by the discharge excitation pulse, which is evaluated from the difference in the ground-state density prior to and immediately after the excitation pulse, is plotted as functions of $P_{\text{HBr}}$ and $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ in Figs. 1 and 3. In absolute terms, these values reflect the Cu density present at the time of the discharge pulse. However, when expressed as a fraction of the pre-pulse Cu atom density as shown in Fig. 4, it is revealed that Cu excitation is essentially characterized by $P_{\text{HBr}}$: the fraction of Cu excited decreases monotonically from 90% to 40% when increasing $P_{\text{HBr}}$ from 0.3 to 4.5 mbar for both fixed or varying $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$. $P_{\text{HBr}}$ is, therefore, deduced to directly influence the efficiency of inelastic electron–Cu collisions, whereas the dependence on $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ is much weaker.

The dependence of $P_{\text{HBr}}$ on $P_{\text{HBr}}$ predicted by the theory is consistent with this observed decrease in Cu excitation efficiency. The increased rate for inelastic collisions with H and H\textsubscript{2} during the excitation phase diverts energy from the excitation of Cu (and ultimately reduces the laser efficiency as noted below). It is this mechanism which is believed to be responsible for the decrease in conventional copper vapor laser efficiency when increasing the added H\textsubscript{2} partial pressure above a few percent [26]. Based on the relatively minor effect of $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ on the Cu excitation efficiency, the rate for inelastic collisions between atomic Br and electrons is much lower.

2) Inter-Pulse Plasma Relaxation: During the inter-pulse period, the Cu density increases monotonically, as shown in Fig. 5 for the conditions of Fig. 1 (i.e., by increasing $P_{\text{HBr}}$ for fixed $\phi_{\text{Ne}}$). Least-squares curve fits to the data points reveal that the density regrowth approximately follows the form of a single-exponential function (i.e., $n_{\text{Cu}}(t) \propto 1 - e^{-t/\tau}$). Though there is evidence of a two-stage recovery, particularly for $\phi_{\text{HBr}} > 1$ sccm, the recovery rate constant $\tau^{-1}$ is a good parameter for characterizing the relative recovery rates. As shown in Fig. 6, the rate constant increases linearly (at the rate $\sim 0.1 \text{ ms}^{-1}\text{mbar}^{-1}$) over the investigated range of $P_{\text{HBr}}$, with essentially the same linear relationship observed when either
varying $P_{\text{HBr}}$ with $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ constant (i.e., by varying $\phi_{\text{Ne}}$) or with $\phi_{\text{Ne}}$ constant (i.e., by varying $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$). The rate of recovery of the Cu ground-state density during the inter-pulse period is thus also strongly characterized by $P_{\text{HBr}}$.

According to the theory, then, the plasma species most strongly influencing the rate of inter-pulse plasma relaxation are H and H$_2$. Though H and H$_2$ assist via electron cooling [26], the greatly accelerated rate of Cu regrowth observed when also adding halogens to conventional copper vapor lasers [27] unambiguously demonstrates the large accelerating effect of the combined presence of H and halogen species on the rate of plasma relaxation. The dissociative attachment (DA) of electrons to HBr with subsequent mutual neutralization of Br$^-$ with the ionized Cu is presumed to be the major reaction channel which facilitates the accelerated relaxation. Increasing the H$_2$/H density is thus expected to increase the plasma relaxation rate via the HBr formation reactions

$$H_2 + Br \leftrightarrow HBr + H \quad (9)$$
$$H + CuBr \leftrightarrow HBr + Cu \quad (10)$$
$$H + Br^- \leftrightarrow HBr + e^- \quad (11)$$

Increasing the Br density would similarly lead to increased numbers of HBr in the plasma. However, no significant increase in the plasma relaxation rate is observed when increasing $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ alone (i.e., for constant $P_{\text{HBr}}$). A possible explanation for this is that the dissociative attachment and mutual neutralization reactions do not ultimately limit the rate of ground-state recovery and that other mechanisms involving the H/H$_2$ density influence the Cu regrowth more directly.

Such a possible direct mechanism is the de-excitation of Cu metastables to the ground-state involving H$_2$. Since it is energetically favorable for the mutual neutralization process to leave Cu atoms in the excited levels [28] which rapidly relax to the metastable states by radiative decay, the metastable states form a “bottle neck” for the relaxing Cu species. The electron collisional deactivation, which is the main mechanism for de-excitation in conventional copper vapor lasers, is not so prevalent in the Cu HyBrID discharge due to the reduced free electron density. In order to accurately model the measured metastable decay and ground-state recovery in pulse afterglow of kinetically enhanced copper vapor lasers, Carman et al. [29] introduced the reaction sequence

$$\text{Cu}^*{(2D)} + H_2(v > 1) \rightarrow \text{CuH} + H \rightarrow \text{Cu} + H_2(v+3) \quad (12)$$

where energy is transferred from the excited Cu atom to vibrationally excite H$_2$. For the present device, the increasing Cu regrowth rate with $P_{\text{HBr}}$ (and thus $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$) suggests that this reaction is also important in Cu HyBrID lasers.

3) Current–Voltage Waveforms: The separate effects of $P_{\text{HBr}}$ and $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ on the plasma composition are also evident in the tube $V$-$I$ waveforms. Referring to Fig. 7(a), example waveforms for below (0.4 mbar), near (1.5 mbar), and above (5.2 mbar) optimal $P_{\text{HBr}}$ values (for fixed $\phi_{\text{Ne}}$) show that the discharge resistance during the early part of the current pulse increases markedly when increasing $P_{\text{HBr}}$. For $P_{\text{HBr}} < 1$ mbar, the step on the leading edge of the current pulse is characteristic of a high population of remnant electrons at the time voltage is applied to the discharge tube [30]. As $P_{\text{HBr}}$ is increased, the amplitude of the current step diminishes and the peak tube voltage is increased. The time-averaged plasma resistance during the early part of the excitation phase increases monotonically with $P_{\text{HBr}}$, as shown in Fig. 8(a) (values obtained using the method described in Section II). The resistance also increases in a similar fashion when increasing $P_{\text{HBr}}$ with $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$. 

Fig. 6. Rate constant for recovery time constant of the Cu$^{2+}$S$_{1/2}$ density on-axis during the interpulse period as a function of $P_{\text{HBr}}$ for constant $\phi_{\text{Ne}}$ (filled symbols) and constant $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ (hollow symbols).

Fig. 7. (a) Voltage (A, B, C) and current (A, B, C – inverted) waveforms for $\phi_{\text{Ne}} = 0.13, 0.59,$ and 1.5 sccm for constant $P_{\text{HBr}} = 14.4$ sccm. (b) Voltage (A, B) and current (A, B – inverted) waveforms for $\phi_{\text{HBr}} = 0.39$ and 0.96 sccm for constant $P_{HBr} = 3$ mbar.

Fig. 8. (a) Tube Current (A) and Voltage (A, B, C, D) waveforms for $\phi_{\text{Ne}} = 0.13, 0.59,$ and 1.5 sccm for constant $P_{\text{HBr}} = 14.4$ sccm. (b) Tube Current (A) and Voltage (A, B) waveforms for $\phi_{\text{HBr}} = 0.39$ and 0.96 sccm for constant $P_{\text{HBr}} = 3$ mbar.
constant [see hollow symbols in Fig. 8(a)]. Thus, \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) largely characterizes the plasma resistance early in the development of the excitation pulse.

The explicit effects of \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) on the \( V-I \) waveforms are most evident later in the excitation phase when the tube current is near maximum. A comparison of the \( V-I \) waveforms for constant \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) as shown in Fig. 7(b), reveals that increasing \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) by 40\% brings about an approximately proportional increase in the peak amplitude of the tube current whereas prior to the discharge current increasing to 20\% of its peak value the voltage and current waveform are unaffected.

These effects of \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) on the \( V-I \) waveforms are also in good qualitative agreement with the theory. The increase in the initial plasma resistance for high \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) presumably reflects the aforementioned action of HBr (via attachment), and to a lesser extent \( H_2 \) and \( H \) species (via electron cooling), in reducing the free electron density prior to the excitation pulse. However, well after discharge breakdown, the increased rate of current growth with \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) is attributed to the higher density of Cu atoms available for ionization during excitation. Similar increases in current growth and peak current are noted when raising the Cu density in our high-temperature copper vapor lasers (kinetically enhanced and conventional). Since Cu atoms have the lowest ionization potential of the major plasma constituents, they provide the major source of free electrons during the excitation phase. As a result, the evolution of discharge current is sensitive to the Cu density and \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) as observed.

D. Plasma Conditions at Maximum Output Power

1) Comparison With Other Cu Lasers: The dependence of the laser output power on \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) and \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) is shown by the broken lines in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively. Maximum output power occurs for \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \approx 0.7 \text{ sccm} \) and \( P_{\text{HBr}} \approx 1–2 \text{ mbar} \), which correspond to ambient plasma densities \( n_{\text{Br}} = n_{\text{Cu}} = 1.5 \times 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3} \) and \( P_{\text{H}}/P_{\text{H}_2} = 1-2 \text{ mbar} \). Interestingly, this plasma composition is very similar to that of other halogen-enhanced systems. As shown in Table I, the Cu, Br, and \( H/H_2 \) densities for each of the laser types are within a factor \( \sim 2 \), which is remarkable agreement given that the tube dimensions and operating conditions (i.e., pulse rate and tube temperature) vary markedly between each device. Several similarities in the plasma properties of the Cu HyBrID and Ne:H\(_2\):CuBr lasers have also been previously noted in [15]. The plasma composition deduced for the Cu HyBrID laser in this study is the first quantitative evidence that it is the chemical reactions that seed each elemental constituent into the discharge that fundamentally distinguish the Cu HyBrID laser from the other systems, rather than the plasma composition.

Assuming that the densities in Table I are near optimum for maximum output, the HBr mass flow rate and partial pressure can be predicted using (2)–(7) for Cu HyBrID lasers of different size. Table II lists the operating conditions at maximum output power for other Cu HyBrID lasers reported in the literature which have bore diameters in the range of 1.25–10 cm. Of the 14 listed, only two lasers have \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) outside the expected range 1–2 mbar. The widespread agreement for the \( P_{\text{HBr}} \) values presumably reflects the important effect of the \( H \) and \( H_2 \) densities we observe on the inter-pulse plasma relaxation rate and the Cu excitation efficiency.

The \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) values, on the other hand, differ notably between devices since the diffusion loss rates are a function of tube geometry, gas temperature and gas pressure. Assuming the typical Cu density \( n_{\text{Cu}} = 2 \times 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3} \) for each of the tubes and compared to the reported value. The gas temperature, which significantly influences the diffusion rate, was calculated using (6) and (7) for each of the tubes and compared to the reported value. The gas temperature, which significantly influences the diffusion rate, was calculated from the average input power density \( \rho \) deposited in the plasma (estimated to be half the switched power) using the relation\(^2\)

\[
T(r) = \left[ T_{\infty}^{m+1} - \frac{\rho (m + 1)}{\lambda_0 R^2} (\alpha^2 r^2 - r_4^4 - \frac{3R^4}{4}) \right]^{1/(m+1)}
\]

(13)

where \( R \) is the tube radius, and \( \lambda_0 \) and \( m \) are constants for the neon thermal conductivity \( K \) which varies according to \( K = \lambda_0 T^m \) [25]. Good agreement between the theoretical and experimental \( \phi_{\text{HBr}} \) values (see also Table II) is obtained (i.e., within a factor of 2), particularly for the lasers with bore diameter \( \leq 25 \text{ mm} \) (where the agreement is within 30\%). The most notable disagreement is observed for the devices of Ohzu et al. [34]–[36] where the values differ by a factor of three to four. Given the often large uncertainties in the measured buffer-gas flow rates and the simplicity of the theory, the agreement serves

\(^2\)Formula is reproduced from [13] in corrected form.
to validate the theory for a wide range of operating conditions and tube sizes.

2) Buffer-Gas Optimization: When raising the laser output power from turn-on at room-temperature, often the most practically convenient method employed for optimizing the gas mixture uses a fixed buffer-gas flow rate through the tube while the HBr partial pressure is optimized for maximum output power. It is thus necessary to adjust the flow rate each time iteratively re-optimizing $P_{\text{HBr}}$ in order to optimize both $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ and $P_{\text{HBr}}$. This study, however, suggests that optimization is achieved more directly by setting $P_{\text{HBr}}$ to 1–2 mbar so that only the flow rate is adjusted to gain maximum output. For this, it is necessary to increase $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ and $P_{\text{HBr}}$ in proportion, which can be conveniently achieved in practice, for example, by using a premixture of HBr and Ne in the concentration corresponding to the desired HBr partial pressure (e.g., 2%–4% HBr in Ne for $p_{\text{tot}} = 50$ mbar) and by introducing the mixture into the tube using a single flow control valve. Maximum output power is then generally observed when the peak tube current is maximum (refer to Fig. 8).

This capability to vary the Cu density in the plasma in this manner without significantly affecting the species which control plasma relaxation may realize further gains in output power and efficiency. For the present device, for example, laser performance was only investigated for $P_{\text{HBr}} = 1–2$ mbar and for $n_{\text{Cu}} < 1.5 \times 10^{21}$ m$^{-3}$. In the light of this study, more laser output from the present device would have been likely by using higher $\phi_{\text{HBr}}$ values that correspond to Cu densities $> 1.0 \times 10^{21}$ m$^{-3}$ while keeping $P_{\text{HBr}}$ constant at $\sim 1.5$ mbar.

Note that the Cu density is limited at high flow rates by convective removal of the Br reactant so that the Cu density only increases with flow rate for values for which diffusion dominates over convective transport. Since such conditions prevail for gas flow rates $< 50$ sccm (refer Section III-B), it is predicted that Cu densities up to $2.3 \times 10^{21}$ m$^{-3}$ (corresponding to $\phi_{\text{HBr}} \sim 2$ sccm) are achievable in the present device. When increasing Cu density, the optimal energy of excitation pulses will increase due to the additional discharge energy needed to dissociate the molecular precursors and then to excite the free Cu to the upper laser levels. Higher excitation voltages are therefore favored when scaling output with Cu density. Note that the situation analogous to thermal runaway in high-temperature Cu vapor lasers, in which the energy coupling into the tube and Cu density increase through positive feedback, is absent in Cu HyBrID lasers since the Cu density and tube temperature are not coupled in the same manner. As a result, high-efficiency output is more easily obtained over a much larger range compared to non-HyBrID lasers in which the Cu vapor density is strongly coupled to the input power and tube insulation.

The results also suggest directions for the optimization of laser dimensions. Tube geometries which minimize the rate of Br diffusion loss will enable higher Cu densities to be achieved for a given total gas flow rate and $P_{\text{HBr}}$. Since the diffusion loss rate is proportional to $l^{-2}$ [refer to (4)], longer tubes will enable access to the advantages that may be gained by operating with elevated Cu densities, such as increased efficiency and specific output power.
The author thanks Dr. R. Carman for helpful discussions and comments, and Mr. D. Baer and Mr. J. Tocher for their technical assistance.
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